
Range Overview

H26SD

From £77,535

Easily recognisable through the spacious sun 

deck bow, this is the largest of Ranieri’s 4XC 

Sundeck line. This double berth boat optimises 
space perfectly so all passengers have plenty 

of spaces to relax.

Perfect for a day or weekend out on the water, 

this boat has everything you need to make the 
most of leisure time in style.
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H22SD

From £51,678

This vessel shows outstanding use of space 

in just 6.5 meters of craft. The comfortable 
sundeck at the bow is the perfect spot to 

relax, while the double driving console gives 

maximum protection during navigation. This 
intermediate design of Ranier’s Sundeck Line 
doesn’t disappoint in terms of performance, 
with excitement guaranteed.

H22CC

From £77,535

The largest of the 4XC Open Line boats, the 
H22CC keeps comfort for all passengers at 
the forefront of the design. Space on board it 

utilised perfectly to ensure there is plenty of 
room for all passengers to relax and has all of 
the amenities needed for the perfect day out 
on the water.

H19CC

From £33,950

The H19CC stands out from the crowd with 
its comfortable sunbathing area at the bow, 
with the adaptability of being equipped with 

a table through its clever design and use of 

space. The room to relax doesn’t stop there, 
with a comfortable two seater sofa at the 
stern, making this boat perfect for taking your 
closest friends on your day out sailing.

Voyager 17

From £51,678

The Voyager 17 has been designed to make 
all water-born activities a breeze. The Italian 
styling, and state of the art hydrodynamics, 
designed meticulously by naval architects 
using C.A.D. systems, make this day boat a 
perfect allrounder for anyone to enjoy with 

family and friends.


